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Obam a’s win by a large
margin in South Caroiina
couid indicate a change in
the Democratic party.
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CARY CONRADY MUSTANG DAILY

Five of the nine buildings will be available to sophomore students by fall 2009. Students can apply now through Housing and Residential Life.
Cary Conrady
MUSTANG DAll.Y

Ceiebrity blogger Perez
Hilton brought his silly
antics to Cal Poly for a
disappointing yet fun show.
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Amid the buzz about the addition of Starbucks
to the University Union, the possible Recreation
CYmter expansion and various construction proj
ects around campus. Poly C'aiiyon Village quietly
awaits in the.corner, slowly taking the form of
what will be a significant on-cainpus housing
complex in a matter of months.
The complex, which can house 2,700 students
in its nine high-rise buildings, is lunv accepting
applications for fall 2008.
The project started in March 200.S and will
cost the university an estimated $300 million by
the time it is finished.
Five of the nine buildings, which can hold ap
proximately 1,.500 residents, will be available for

move-in by fall, as well as part of the new parking
structure.
“We re hoping to have all nine buildings open
by summer o f 2009,” said Preston Allen, the di
rector of Housing and Residential Life.
Poly C7uiyon Village is set up much like the
O r r o Vista Apartments, with 80 percent of the
apartments containing four private bedrooms
with two bathrooms. All apartments come fur
nished with a weekly custodial service and will
cost about $690 per month.
“ It’s an absolutely beautiful complex with
views of the sunset and the hills.The hardest part
is trying to convince you to actually go to class,”
Allen said.
Poly C'anyon Village will feature hiking trails,
a pool, study facilities, a post office, a market, a
recreation center and conference rooms. C'al Poly

IS also introducing Peer’s C’otfee, Einstein Bros.
Bagels and Jamba Juice in the complex as well as
a central plaza for entertainment.
“We’ll work with (Associated Students Inc.) to
bring events to Poly Canyon Village,” Allen said.
“We really want students to have an enhanced
living experience. We w'ant to fully integrate stu
dents into campus life and get them involved.
Hopefully we can create a positive environment
that IS a win-win for the students, campus and
the coninuinity.”
Students living off campus are hoping to ben
efit from the grand opening of Poly Canyon
Village as well. The addition of 618 on-campus
apartments promises to reduce the competition
for housing in San Luis Obispo, as well as allevisee Housing, page 2

Cal Poly Junior forward
Megan Harrison leads the
Mustangs in scoring and
rebounding.

Absentee voting
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Shannon Boren
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untary evacuations were in ef
fect in heavily burned Modjeska
Canyon in Orange C'ounty.
The Los Angeles County and
Orange County fire depart
ments were on standby for pos
sible flash floods and slides. Flash
flood watches remained in effect
through Sunday night fcYr Los
Angeles, Ventura and San Ber
nardino counties.
To avoid overflow, the flood
gates at the Big Tujunga Dam in
the San Cabriel Mountains were

With all the time spent between class
es, work and extracurricular activities,
staying active in politics can fall to the
wayside. Simply put, college students are
busy, and this is where vote-by-mail bal
lots come in.
Absentee voting works to simplity what
can sometimes be a difficult and daunting
process for voters. The number of people
voting by mail has been steadily growing
since the late 1970s, with 46 percent of
voters in San Luis Obispo CAYunty regis
tered absentee in 2006.
“ It’s basically just more convenient,”
Julie Rodewald, the San Luis Obispo
CAYunty clerk-recorder. “When faced
with really long ballots, it’s nice to fill
them out at your leisure in your home.
With weather like we’ve been having, a
lot of people don’t want to drive out in
the rain to vote.”
But for the college community, there is
an added bonus.
“Students who want to vote but don’t
want to drive back to their home coun
ties find it convenient because they can
fill out their ballot wherever they are,” she
said. “In fact, it’s really the only other way
to do it.”
To use the vote-by-mail system, one
must be a registered voter and fill out a

see Storms, page 2

see Voting, page 2
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Go online to view an
interactive guide, timeline,
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gallery and more for Poly
Canyon Village.
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TODAY S WEATHER

RYAN l*Ol£l MUSTANG DAILY

Students armed themselves with umbrellas to sheild themselves against last week’s heavy rainfall. A series
of storms hammered San Luis Obispo with gusty winds and numerous power outages in the area.

Wet weather drenches state
Jacob Adelman
C h a n ce o f R a in
High 537 LOW 34 *
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ASSIXTATLD PRESS

LOS ANCELES — Fastmoving thunderstorms brought
new waves of rain on Sunday
to C'alifornia, following days of
drenching weather and heavy
mountain snowfall and raising
fears of mudslides and Hooding.
The worst of the storm was
over, and Monday promised to
bring a spell of clear weather,
forecasters said.
“Things will start to die down
as the night goes on,” said Na

tional Weather Service forecaster
Ryan Kittell.
Up to 3 inches of rain had
fallen by early afternoon in val
ley and coastal areas since night
fall Saturday, with about 4 inches
in the mountains, forecasters said.
Wind gusts of 30 to 50 mph were
reported in some areas.
OtTicials said the rain brought
a threat of serious slides on hill
sides stripped of vegetation by
last year’s wildfires. Mud and mi
nor rock slides prompted author
ities to shut a highway through a
burned area near San Diego.Vol
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CALE N ÓA R
Freelance religion journalist discusses role o f media
What; Freeknce religion joumalist Shotu Crabtree will speak about the
role joiurnalists pby m shaping religious dialog in America. The speech is
sponsomd by the religious studies prt^am and the Cal Poly Theisms club.
When'.Tuesday at 11:10 a.m.
Where; Bioresource and agncultural engineering builduig 8, room 123
Questions? Call Stephen Lloyd-Motfetr at 756-247S.
Mathematician discusses fair'^iivision
What: C'al Poly research scholar m residence Ted Hill will discuss how
to fairly divide disputed territories, estates, votes and more in his lecture
“Cietting a Fair Sham.’*
When;Tuesday’ at 7 p.m.
Where; Kennedy Libnrry, room 5 10-B
Questions? Call die C.al Poly Kesearch and Graduate Programs office
at 7.S6-150H.
Greg Giraldo’s comedy tour comes to Poly
What; Comedy Central Live On Campus “Tlic Indecision 2(J08 Tour
vvidi Greg Giraldo” is coming to Cal Poly tor a night of political humor.
When: Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Whem: Chumosh Auditorium
Questions? Call ASl Events at 756-1112.
LGBT and wom en’s sell-defense workshop
What: The Pride Center and SPEC'TRUM are presenting a seli'-defense workshop with the SARP C'enter that is intended for a LGBT and
female ally student audience.
When; Wednesday tfom 7 to 9 p.m.
Where; Bishop’s Lounge, University Union room 208
Questions? Call Erin Echols at 756-7153.
LGBT AUy Training
What; The Pride Center is hosting an Ally Training workshop for smdents, faculty and staff who are interested in becoming allies of the LGBT
community.
When:Thursday from noon to 2 p.m.
Whea*: Univ’ersity Union room 218
Questions? Call Erin EchoLs at 756-7153 or e-mail pride(^calpoly.edu.
Focus the Nation
What: Cal Poly’s Empower Poly Coalition will host a workshop rided
“Strengthening the Political Will tor Invesmient in Climate ('hange Solurions" as a finale to the day’s many events as part of the Focus the Nation.
When:Thursday at 7 p.m.
Where: Chumash Auditorium
Questions? Call Empower Poly president Cliad Wordi at (925) 59555.^9.

opened Suiulay, releasing 5(MI cu
bic feet of water a second.
Department of Public Works
spokesman Cary Boze said the
controlled Hooding was routine
during heavy storms.
In downtown I os Angeles, Sun
day’s basketball game between the
Los Angeles Lakers and Cleveland
C^ivaliers was delayed 12 minutes
after a small leak in the Staples
CTmter roof allowed a steady How
of water to fall on the court.
The Santa Anita race track in

slides in recent days. Some areas
have received more moisture in a
week than during the entire rainy
season last year.
I hree skiers were killed Friday
by a trio of avalanches that swept
through canyons outside the trails
of Mountain High ski resort at
Wrightwood, northeast of Los
Angeles in the San Gabriel M oun
tains. A fourth man escaped the
avalanches.
Avalanches are unusual in the
San Gabriel Mountains, hut the
peaks had been hit by 3 feet or
more of new snow' this past week,
drawing thousands o f skiers and
Snowboarders.

10,(100 voters in 1980 to approximately 60,000 cur
rently utilizing the system in San Luis Obispo, it is
likely that the number of people using this approach
continued from page /
will rise beyond 50 percent in the coming years.
Even students not registered to vote find the mailvote-hy-inail application to he received by the county
in which they are registered by no more than seven in process a convenient choice and maybe even a rea
days before an election. For the upcoming presidential son to become involved. Electrical engineering soph
primaries that day has passed, hut ballots can still he omore Jeffrey Ing hasn’t registered yet hut thinks the
process is worthwhile.
issued in person up to the time ot the election.
\\\ii
"ff would take less than a niinWhile students can re
\\t\\
ute and you could just throw it in
register in San
your mailbox when you’re done
Luis Obispo
with it,” he said. “ I think it's a
Cxiunty, many
really good idea for students.”
opt to vote
n\ VI\u. wvU’v'
IC IM
Applications to vote by
absentee from
<
mail can he found on the hack
their
home
1j , . ' '
of the sample ballot book
counties.
let voters received prior to
“ I registered
elections, on a county’s
to vote by mail
elections
Web
when I moved
site,
or
through
to college be
written re
cause it’s easy,”
quest sent to the
•4
biological
sci
address
where the
ences sophomore
'Ai
Benjamin Kwittken said. “A lot of
•V ? ballot should he
1
^ ^ mailed.
Americans have school or work and they
/
For this year’s
don’t have time to go vote.”
presidential
primary
Other voters, like forestry and natural resources ju 
election,
completed
nior Corinne Ross, are simply looking to avoid a long
absentee
ballots
must he received by the
trip home.
“ I don’t want to have to drive all that way on elec election department or any polling place by 8 p.m.
tion day, so I’ll probably go get a ballot in person be Feb. 5.
fore that if I can remember,” she said. “ 1 guess you
Absentee ballots that are dropped off'by hand must
could call me a borderline absentee voter.”
he turned in to polling places within the county to
With the trend steadily increasing from less than which they are registered.

Housing
ate traffic on campus.
Foly C^anyon Village residency
IS open to all C'al Foly students, hut
sophomores are given priority in
the a-gistration paicess as part of C'al
Foly’s Sophomore Success Frogram,
a R'source to sophomon’s living on

After studying. Before studying.
While studying. Forget studying
Pick 3 appetizers for ^ 1 0 .9 9
with purchase of 2 beverages.
Sunday - Thursday
10 pm - 5 am

OTWtOtO UC

Arcadia, meanwhile, canceled
horse races for the sixth day this
month heeause nt wet conditions
on the synthetic track.
file storm system also soaked
parts of Northern C'alifornia and
the weather service posted winter
storm warnings for parts of the Si
erra Nevada.
A highway was closed in the
mountains south of San Francisco,
and Pacific Cas and Electric said
about 2,700 homes and businesses
were still blacked out because of
earlier storms.
A series of fierce storms has
caused deadly avalanches. Hooded
streets and set off mud and rock

Voting

continued from page I

Poker tournament
What: ASl Ewnts is hosting the third annual no-limit Texas Hold ’em
poker tournament. The $5 admis.sion tee uicludes food, music and a spot
in die tournament. Reservation at connect.asi.calpoly.cxlu is necessary to
get in and spots are limited.
When: Friday at 6:30 p.m.
Where; Grey gy'in in die Rec Center
Questions? Cbll ASl Ewnts at 756-1112.
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Beginning March 14, all continu
ing students will h.ive the opportu
nity to place their names on the Foly
C^inyon Village Apartment Interest
List.’
“Hopefully having more students
on campus will lead to niore recre
ation and campus life and make it the
kind of college community' that stu
dents can he excited to he in,” Allen
said.

Feeling like crap?
Get the day's top stories
and more (from home) at

www.mustangdaily.net
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O ver 20 years experience
E xcellent safety record.
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State o f the art equipm ent
Per»or»ali 2 €Ki v id e o o f y o u r s k y d iv e
$90
Open 7 days a w eek, year round, (w eather perm itting)

Valid only at: 208 Madonna Rd.
San Luis Obispo. CA
805->543-3138
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campus meant to assist their transition
to juniof year.
Freshmen currently living on cam
pus have the first opportunity to ap
ply online between Feb. 5 and Feb. 18.
Fseshnien living off campus can also
apply after attending one of the mantiitory' information sessions, which am
being held Jan. 23 to Jan. 28.
Six hunda'd students have already
signed up for the meetings, Allen said.

(k k m imy vary

T andem and A ccelerated Free Fall available
BBQ . bunkhouse, cam pirtg & show ers on site

Tandem d ia co u n t ra tes fo r stu d e n ts,
b irth da ys, military, fire a n d p o lice . $140.00

661-765-JUM P
500 Airport Road
Taft, CA 93268

www.skydivetaft.com

Wire r.tlitor: Cdiristina C'asci
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State Briefs
RICHMOND (AP) — A
mail IS in critical condition after
gunfire erupted from a sedan that
pulled up alongside his car on a
Richmond freeway.
Police said the victim was shot
three or four times Sunday after
noon while driving east on Inter
state .S80.
Richmond police Lt. Michael
Hooker said a woman and a tod
dler also in the victims car suf
fered no injuries.
The vehicle came to a stop in
the middle of the freeway after the
shooting. The victim was airlifted
to John Muir Medical CTmter in
Walnut CTeek.
• • •
BARSTOW (AP) — The
Air Force plans to destroy an
abandoned military bunker in
the Mojave 1)esert, where a teen
couple were killed executionstyle earlier this month.
Linda (ieissinger, a spokes
woman for the Air Forces Real
Property’ Agency, said it’s awaiting
clearance from the San Bernar
dino County district attorney’s
otFice to demolish ‘he bunker by
the fall.
The bunker sits on the former
Hawes Auxiliary Army Airfield.
It has been abandoned since the
m id-1‘W( Is and has become a graf
fiti-scarred hangout for youths.
Eighteen-year-old
Cdiristopher ('ody Thompson and his
li)-year-old girlfriend Bodhisattva Sherzer-Potter were shot at
the bunker on Jan. 3.
• • •
ANTIOCH (AP) — An An
tioch man burned in a fire that
started when a suspected drunken
driver crashed into his house has
been released from the hospital.
Police said they arrested Ferry
Franklin on suspicion of driving
under the influence after he tried
to rice the scene just before 5 p.m.
Saturday.
The crash snapped a gas meter
and started a fire in the car that
spread to the house.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
“ No (anmtry for Old Men’’
emerged as the Oscar favorite
Sunday by taking top honors for
merall cast along with Javier Bardem's supporting-actor prize at
the Screen Actors (iuild .^wards,
the lone gathering of A-list stars
in an awards season hobbled by
the writers’ strike.
Daniel Day-Lewis of “There
Will Be Blood’’ and Julie Cdiristie of “Away Fmm Her" won the
lead-acting honors, also giving
them a boost to win the same tro
phies at the ("fscars on Feb. 24.
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“What's the one thing in SLO you've aiways
wanted to do but haven't yet?"

?
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Compiled and photographed by Brittney Clyde
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“ S e a kayakin g . I w a s
ju s t th in k in g a b o u t th a t
th is m o rn in g .”

“ I h a v e n ’t g o n e lin e
d a n c in g yet.”

biology junior

"I’d lik e to h ave a M a rd i
G ra s b lo c k p arty th is
year.”

— Stephen Marshall,
— James Perryman,

— Nicole Balvanz,

"I’d lik e to go surfing."

kinesiology freshman
— D ave Moller,

general engineering
freshman

materials engineering
Junior

D espite what you may have heard
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THANK YOU FOR HELPING TO END MARDI GRAS
VIOLENCE IN SLO. LET’S KEEP IT THAT WAY.
TO SUPPORT THE EFFORT, SPECIAL LAWS WILL BE IN
EFFECT JANUARY 31 THROUGH FEBRUARY 6. YOU CAN EXPECT:
• Large number of additional law enforcement officers on duty
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CORRECTIONS
The Musting Daily staff tikes
pride in publishing a diily newspa
per for the C^il Poly campus and the
neighboring community. We appmciate your a-adership and aa* thanktlil for your caafiil a*ading. Please
send ytnir coraction suggestions to
nuist.mgtiiily(«igmail.com.
• In the Jan. 25 edition of “Woai
C')n the Street," Julie Anderson and
Katherine Januszewicz had their
phott>s sw'itched. The names were
placed with the opposite photos.

- DUi checkpoints
• Fines tripled citywide for alcohol and party violations
• Up to $1,000 fines for excessive noise
• Special fines in effect for flashing and nudity
• Strict enforcement of laws
Help keep San Luis Obispo a safe place for everyone.

www.MardiGrasSLO.com

city of S.V1 Uiis cwsjxi
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Briefs

O bam a says landslide w in in So u th
C aro lin a m arks a turn in p a rty h isto ry
Charles Uabington
fi

ASS(K IM h l) PKhNS

1)emocrat Oarack (.')bania said
Sunday that his landslide win in South
("arolinas presidential primary marks
a turn in political history, showing that
a black canciidate can appeal to voters
of all colors and in all regions.
The Illinois senator told a raucous
South Carolina crowd of more than
(KM) that his big victory Saturday
dispmved the old notion “that if you
get black votes, you can’t get white
votes,” and vice versa.
“We’re going to write a new chap
ter in the South, we’re going to write
a new chapter in American history,”
he said during his 64-minute speech
to a capacity cmwd at the University
of Alabama at Birmingham basketball
arena. The crowd was roughly twothirds black and one-third white.
Earlier Sunday he made a simi
lar argument, responding to com
ments by former President Clinton
that some interpreted as an effort to
diminish Obama’s win Saturday over
Hillary Rodham Clinton. Bill Clin
ton noted that Jesse Jackson won the
South C'arolina primary in 1984 and
1988. Jackson never became the par
ty’s presidential nominee.
Obama, speaking during a televi
sion interview, said “there’s no doubt”
that Jackson set a precedent for blacks
seeking the presidency. But he noted
that was two decades ago.
“I think that what we saw in this
election was a shift in South Caro

9-'
A.SSOC:iATED PRESS

Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama crosses the Edmund
Pettus Bridge in Alabama with civil rights pioneer Dr. Joseph Lx>wery.
lina,” he said, with implications “all
across the country’. 1 think people
want change. 1 think they want to get
beyond some of the racial politics that,
you know, has been so dominant in
the past.”
Obama resisted being drawn into
a spat with the Clintons, even though
he suggests they are part of a politi
cal past the country is ready to leave
behind.
“1 think that Bill Clinton did im
portant work back in the 1990s,” he
said. “The question is, now we’re in
2(M)8, and how do we move it forward
to the next phase?”
“I think that in the ’90s, we got
caught up in a slash-and-burn politics
that the American people are weary
of,” Obama said.
“Now, that is not the Clintons’
fault,” he said on ABC’s “This Week.”
‘’It is all of our faults, in the sense that
we’ve gotten into these bad habits and
we can’t seem to have disagreements

without being disagreeable.”
Later, Obama said, “1 think the
country wants to look forward, and
that has always been the central thesis
of our campaign.”
He said Hillary Clinton will have
an advantage in the sprawling race
on Feb. 5, when Democrats vote in
22 states, because of her nearly uni
versal name recognition. “It presents
more of a challenge for us,” he said,
because he needs time for voters to
get to know him.
Obama declined to directly con
demn Clinton for urging that the
Democratic Party officially recognize
delegates awarded to the winner of
Tuesday’s largely ignored Democratic
primary in Florida. Clinton said she
will travel to Florida on Tuesday.
“All the candidates made a pledge
that we would campaign in the early
states and we would not campaign in
Florida and Michigan,” Obama said.
“I will abide by the promises I made.”

Meet your
new study
partner.

National

International

TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) — Tlie
son of Ciov. Katlilcen Sebeliiis
is peddling a board game titled
“Don’t Drop the Soap,” a prisonthemed game he created as part of
a class project at the Rhode Island
School of Design.
John Sebelius, 23, has the back
ing of his mother and father, U.S.
Magistrate Judge Ciary Sebelius.
The governor’s spokeswoman, Ni
cole Corcoran, said both parents
“are very proud of their son John’s
creativity and talent.”
John Sebelius is selling the game
on his Internet site for $34.99, plus
packaging, shipping and handling.
“Fight your way through six dif
ferent exciting locations in hopes
of being granted parole,” the site
says.

RAFAH, Egypt (AP) — A
smattering of Hamas-atfiliated se
curity forces, many of them beard
ed and dressed in blue camouflage
uniforms, fanned out on both sides
of the breached (îaza-Eg^ pt border
Sunday to jointly police the cross
ing with Egyptian guards.
Though only about a dozen
Hamas forces took up positions,
it was their first significant action
on the Egyptian side of the border
in the five days since Palestinian
militants blasted through the parti
tion. Since then, tens of thousands
of Cîazans have flooded into Egypt
to buy food, fuel and other goods
made scarce by an Israeli closure of
the territory.

• • •

NEW YORK (AP) — A man
who calls himself a tantric master
broke his own world record by
standing engulfed in ice for 72
minutes.
Wim Hof, 48, stood on a Man
hattan street in a clear container
filled with ice for an hour and 12
minutes Saturday.
Hof said he survives by con
trolling his body temperature
through tantric meditation. Tantra
is an Eastern tradition of ritual and
meditation said to bring followers
closer to their chosen deities.
• • •

CHESTERTON, Ind. (AP)
— Two fourth-grade boys mim
icking a scene from the movie “A
Christmas Story” wound up with
their tongues stuck to a frozen
flagpole.
Cavin 1)empsey and James Al
exander were serving on flag duty
at Jackson Elementary School
Friday morning, with the job of
raising and lowering the school’s
flags. They decided to see if their
tongues really would stick to the
cold metal.
“I decided to try it because I
thought all of the TV shows were
lies, but turns out 1 was wrong,”
(iaviii said.

^should go.

TM
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• • •

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)
— Former Indonesian President
Suharto, a Cold War ally of the
United States whose brutal military
regime killed hundreds of thou
sands of left-wing political oppo
nents, died Sunday. He was 86.
Although he oversaw some of
the worst bloodshed of the 20th
century, Suharto is credited with
developing the economy and will
be buried with the highest state
honors Monday at the family mau
soleum.
• • •

KANDAHAR, Afghanistan
(AP) — Cîunmen kidnapped a
burqa-clad American aid worker
and her driver in southern Afghan
istan’s largest city early Saturday, the
latest in a series of kidnappings of
foreigners in the troubled country.
Cyd Mizell, who worked in
Kandahar for the Asian Rural Life
1)evelopment Foundation, was
snatched from a residential neigh
borhood as she was on her way to
work. Jetf Palmer, the aid group’s
international director, said the
group had not been contacted by
the kidnappers and that he did not
know their identity or demands.
Asadullah Khalid, the provincial
governor, blamed the kidnappings
on the “enemy of Islam and the en
emy of Afghanistan.”

Travel the world with
college students from all
over the country.
It's fun. It’s easy.
It’s affordable.
It's time to travel.
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She can help you create audio notes o f your study material in an
easy to use format— then transfer them to your M P 3 player.
Take them with you. Share them with others. W henever you want.
It’s that simple.

SAVE even morel

^Urr REOISTEII

T Ç a y F R E E tr ia l : itudywithliesel.com

Study and note-taking software from
C>Copyright ttooS ListeniStudyjL.eam, LLC

Prices are going up.
Book by January 31, and

STUDY

TfM sound of study.

Save $150 on select
tours when you sign up
by February 15!

Visit us at efcollegebreak.com/first or can 800.766.2645
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trendasaurus
BRIAN M cM u llen

Two comedians,
two different sets
Mica Vincent
Ml STAMi DAILY

What does 'epic’
even mean anymore,
Hollywood?
¡0 epic flicks, people herd like ciittle, so hritu^ out the beasts, it’s time to battle.

Hollywood is out of control right now. Ever since the era of
computer-driven special effects began, we’ve been seeing epic mov
ie after epic movie. But you gotta wonder, how will this escalation
of epic-ness end?
We saw epic war movies like “Troy” come out and dazzle us by
showing thousands of ships carrying men with stupidly long hair to
battle. Then “Lord of the Rings” and “300” changed the game to
the point where no movie is truly epic unless 14,000 gorillas, 2,000
giraffes and 9,000 rhinos fight side-by-side with humans. Basically,
the escalation of epic-ness has reached the point of inter-species
combat, and Hollywood is going ape-shit with it.
We’ve got “Chronicles of Narnia,” “The Golden Compass” and
now “ 10,000 B.C.,” the tale of a caveman who fights against ele
phants, dinosaurs and armies of thousands in civilizations that prob
ably never existed. Hollywood, please, you want me to believe it’s
10,000 B.C. and this dude is speaking Huent English and fighting
dinosaurs?
“ Epic” used to mean Will Smith saving the world from aliens
(in “ Independence Day” ... who thought 1 was talking about “Men
In Black”?). It also used to mean a lamp, a vacuum, a radio, an elec
tric blanket and a toaster embarking on a journey to reunite with
their owner. Have we forgotten about the epic qualities of “The
Brave Little Toaster”?
Hollywood needs to be stopped for our safety. Escalating the
epic-ness we’re currently experiencing might be harmful to the hu
man heart. Can a person survive witnessing humans and animals
joining forces to fight off extraterrestrial invaders who have brought
animals from their planet to fight earth’s greatest warriors in an allout bloodbath until one man, alien, animal or alieanimal is left? Oh,
did 1 mention it’s also Armageddon and a mad scientist has cloned
dinosaurs and set them free?
A hero will rise from our ranks and, of course, at some point in
the film, call out to the rival leader, saying something like “Before
this day is over, you will be dead” or “1 will see you on the battle
field,” only this time he says it to a 4()-foot-tall tiger-lizard that has
18,(M)() tentacles made out of pure energy. And lava.
And then halfway through the movie, when the love story is get
ting played out, the zombie invasion hits. But these aren’t your or
dinary zombies. Well, they were until the vampires and werewolves
came and bit them all. Now they’re zombie-wolves.
At this point in the film, at least two audience members’ hearts
have exploded, but that’s not enough for Hollywood. Just when you
think the movie is over and all the aliens, alieanimals and zombiewolves are dead, a time warp opens up and robots from the year
7010 appear, ready to lay waste to our survivors. Can our hero de
liver an epic speech to rally what’s left of the manimal team to de
feat this new futuristic menace? Will audience members be alive to
see the rest of the trilogy?
Start exercising and eating healthy now so that you can pass the
necessary physical examination to see the most epic movie ever — the
TRENDASAURUS spontaneously combusted just reading the script.
And don’t believe that a movie is epic just because it says it is. “Epic”
should mean “superior in quality and scale,” not just “really long with
huge battles involving man and beast and cheesy dialogue.”
Brian McMullen is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily columnist.

Tom Bapa and Marc
Maron may have stood
on the same stage Satur
day night, but that’s where
the similarities end.
The two very different
comedians performed for
more than 500 audience
members at the Christo
pher Cohan Performing
Arts C'enter, garnering a
mixed response.
Papa, the mellower
of the two, opened the
show by joking about his
not-so-luxurious stay at
the Peach Tree Inn, com
plaining that they used
space heaters to warm
the rooms. He then spent
the majority of his al
lotted 45 minutes talking about his
home life, specifically his wife, her
pregnancy and their two girls.
“find someone you can sleep
next to without throwing up — and
marry them,” Papa advised the audi
ence, explaining that the most they
can hope for is to find someone they
tolerate who tolerates them back.
He also spent time poking fun
at himself— specifically his weight,
his baldness (including the fact that
his head sweats when Tie eats spicy
food), and the size of his head (which
he playfully claimed was the same
size in third grade as it is now).
Topics like dieting, working out
and religion took up the rest of Pa
pa’s routine.
“What if God didn’t intend for
us to eat the animals?” he asked the
crowd rhetorically. “He must have
been pretty freaked out when we
started.”
Papa had the audience hooked
from his first joke to his last and
earned a long round of applause be
fore exiting the stage.
“1 liked the first guy,” said Tom
Murphy, one of the audience mem
bers. “Didn’t like the second.”
Marc Maron, the edgier comic
of the two, had a much harder time
connecting with the crowd.
“I’m a little different tone than
Tom,” said Maron, seeming all too
familiar with the audience’s reluc
tance to embrace him. “You’re go
ing to have to adjust.”
Covering topics ranging from
Hurricane Katrina to religion and
traffic to racism, Maron liberally
used the F-word to emphasize his
alternative style, something he calls
“smart comedy.”
“There is no bottom to the great
American stupid pit,” he joked, tak
ing stabs at obesity rates and the
president.
“At some level, George Bush is
the right president to oversee the
end of the world.”

Maron
never
managed to capture
the entire audience’s
COURTESY PHOTO.S
approval. However,
Comedians Marc Maron (left) and Tom Papa
those who did laugh
at his jokes usually
(right) performed at the Cohan Center Saturday
clapped and hol
night to mixed audience reviews.
lered as well, despite
the fact that the comedian went edy tour and had his own NBC
close to half an hour over his al sitcom entitled “Come to Papa”
lotted 45 minutes.
in 2004, which only ran for four
“ It was definitely two very dif episodes.
ferent styles of humor,” said Scott
Maron, who had a small role
Coffman, a warehouseman for Cal in “Almost Famous” and was fea
Poly. “You could tell half liked the tured in an HBO Comedy Show
first guy, half liked the other.”
case, joked that he could fill half a
Both comics are late-night talk theater anywhere in the country.
show regulars and have had spe
“ If 1 ever do another HBO spe
cials on Comedy Central. Papa cial, it’s going to be ‘Marc Maron:
opened for Jerry Seinfeld’s com- Almost Sold-Out.’”
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“ 1 like Britney Spears more. She’s
good for business.” (Good for busi
ness? She is your business!)
Wheti celebrity blogj^er Oerez
The only celebrity gossip Perez
Hiltoti visited Cal Poly Thursday, 1 really discussed during the night
expected a night ftlled with juicy wasrAvril Lavigne’s hatred for him,
gossip and nonstop laughs. Itistead, John Mayer’s apparent porn fetish,
1 was left with l^erez’s life story and John Travolta and Dolly Parton’s
endless protnotiotial plugs for his sexual preference, an encounter
upcoming projects.
with Tara Keid when she was sup
Now don’t get me wrong, the posedly “drunk and on blow,” and
entire event wasn’t a bust. Things Zac Efron’s makeup collection.
picked up when Perez played an
1 do have to admit that this
exclusive clip of his unrejeased
blogger/actor/m usician/com edi
song “ My Penis’’ and proceeded to
an/motivational speaker/record la
dance around the C'humash stage.
bel owner/pop culture enthusiast/
(Yes, he’s also an aspiritig musician
Madonna worshipper has defied
and his song really is called “My
the odds by turning his blogging
Penis.’’) His pop/dance/techno
song was quite catchy and how into a lucrative career. Perezhilton.
could you not like a song with lyr com apparently receives millions of
ics like, “My penis is scandalous’’? hits a day. The idea for the Web site
Perez’s other unreleased song,“ Hot began as just a bulletin on the so
Mess,” should be just as amusing. cial networking site Friendster.
The former struggling actor,
(1 think it’s safe to say “Hot Mess”
is a probably a tribute to the ever- who appeared on one episode of
“The Sopranos” (and only had two
unraveling Britney Spears.)
I believe Britney pays Perez’s lines), is now supporting himself by
bills, and I’m pretty sure he would bagging celebrities and scooping
have to agree. Perez said he “lives the tabloids. Although throughout
for the Spears family” and believes the event Perez claimed he did evBritney is “in a category all her erythinf’ himself, he let it slip that
own.” When asked if he preferred his sister helps him and that he re
Britney or Lindsay Lohan by an cently hired another girl. Perez said
audience member, Perez replied. he receives a lot of e-mails from his
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friends with insider information,
helping him keep his Web site up to
the minute with “celebrity juice.”
Allegedly, Mario Armando Lavandeira, Jr. (a.k.a. Perez Hilton)
is such a big deal in the Los An
geles scene that he has to go by a
“character” name because of death
threats from Cday Aiken fans. (If he
really receives threats from Clay
Aiken fans, 1 don’t think he has to
worry.) He said “ Perez” is not what
he is actually like, but that having
this alter ego allows him to be
more outrageous. Perez revealed he
exaggerates things to get a rise out
of people, which is exactly what
has made him famous.
The highlight o f the night (sec
ond to the “My Penis” song, of
course) w’as the video Perez made
from onstage showing all of his Cal
Poly fans screaming and doing the
wave. He actually posted the video
on his Web site shortly after his Cal
I'oly visit. If you desire to further
the fame of the self-proclaimed
“media whore,” check out the
minute-long video (h ttp ://p erezhilton.coni/2()()8-()l -25-six-degrees-of-zacquisha), pay to see his
upcoming movie (coming out later
this year), or buy his songs when
they are finally released on iTunes.

KALI BILLS MUSTANG DAILY

Above, students line up to see notorious blogger Perez Hilton take stabs at celebs in Chumash Auditorium
Thursday night. Instead, Hilton (top left) kept the topic on himself.
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It may be unclear to viewers why
NOC is trying to resurrect a show
about spandex-wearing goliaths, as
some ideas are better left forgotten.
Nevertheless, the network is at
tempting to recreate a glorious past
that we were sure was all but lost —
an era when men were men, women .
were women, and silver spandex was
the last word in haute couture —
with a new version of “American
Ciladiators” that began this month.
Most of the action in “American
Gladiators” boils down to a fight be
tween the average Joe and a group
of muscle-bound freaks. Director
j. Rupert Thompson and Execu
tive Producer David Hurwitz have
set up the show around the idea of
a David and (ioliath battle set in a
number of futuristic-looking ob
stacle courses. The average-looking
contestants must complete a series
of courses in which the obstacles are
the gladiators themselves.
The four courses — the joust, the
Wall.HangTough and the Eliminator
— are designed to test the strength
and patience of the contestant while
Hellga, Siren and Titan, a few of the
show’s aptly-named gladiators, liter
ally weigh the competitors down
and prevent them from moving on
to the next level. These gladiators
may at first seem only to be brain
less, steroid-inhaling jocks, but their
relentless drive to prevent ordinary
people from succeeding and their
triumphant victory shouts set these
super-humans apart as true warriors.
One of the more impressive com
batants is Hellga, a 205-pound mis
tress of death who, according to the
NBC Web page, celebrates her Vi
king heritage by hitting opponents
with “the force of Thor’s hammer,”
sending them “straight to Valhalla.”
Yet anyone who chooses to oppose
such a valiant fighter is clearly un
deserving of the warrior’s paradise
and should not be included in Rag
narök, the final battle between the
Ciods and the Giants.
The “American Ciladiators” of
the 21st century employs the same
obstacle courses and retains the same
premise as the original show; the
celebration of the true American
Herti, the ‘average Joe’ (or Jane, as
the case may be). However, because
of available modern technology, the
show has more special eftects, more
spandex and more fist-pumping,
leather-coated, fake smoke-spewing
action than ever before. Everything
seems bigger and better, including
the gladiators themselves.
However, the aforementioned
makeover does not guarantee high
ratings for the show. A lot ot the
elements have stayed the same in
the modern version of “American
Gladiators,” which gives the show
a “been there, done that” quality.
Moreover, cramming six different
stunts along with egotistical remarks
from contestants and warriors into
one hour is simply overwhelming.
The hoopla of it all makes the con
testants’ feat over the bestial gladia-

tors insignificant because too much
happens too quickly. In other words,
the show tests its audience’s patience,
not to mention their intellect.
“American Gladiators” seems to
be part of a media frenzy to glorify
the fight, the individual struggle
and the battlefield. Viewers can

i i j

8.

not help but feel that, if they were
also equipped with shiny, skin-tight
spandex and set in a futuristic land
of gym mats and techno, they too
could overcome any odds.
In the end, the show is not
madness; it is simply, like it or not,
“American Gladiators.”

COURTESY PHOTOS

The new “American Gladiators” proves that what’s bigger isn’t always better.
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Where is my check?

spo rts e d ito r D onovan Aind
asst, spo rts e d ito r Rachel
G ellm an

sports designer Lauren Rabaino
arts e d ito r Janelle Eastndge
arts designer B rooke R obertson
p h o to e d ito r G raig M antle
ph o to g raph ers Bryan Beilke, Kali
Bills, N ick Cam acho, Ryan Polei, Ben
Rozak. G reg Sm ith

design e d ito r Lauren Rabaino
copy editors W h itn e y Diaz, Jessica
Ford, Megan Madsen, Sara W n g h t

layout m anager A n d re w
Santos-johnson

advertising co o rd in a to r Jes
sica Lutey

ad designers Laura Jew, Kelly
McCay, Sara Rudy, A n d re w Santosjohnson, Melissa Titus

advertising representatives
Julianne Baker Sarah C arbonel, Cassie
C arlson, Megan Dilley, Kaitlin Gallivan,
Patnek H a rt G aby H o rta , C h a rlo tte
Lilley, Jessica Schroeder, Kacy Shin,
Ashley Singer JenniferV enem a M aiC hiV u, Reed Zelezny

facu lty adviser G eorge Ramos
general m anager Paul B ittick

write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght
to edit letters fo r gram m ar profani
ties and length. Letters, commentar
ies and cartoons do not represent
the views o f the Mustang Daily.
Please lim it length to 250 words. Let
ters should include the w riter's full
name, phone number, m ajor and class
standing. Letters must com e from a
Cal Poly e-mail account D o not send
letters as an attachm ent Please send
the te x t in the body o f the e-mail.

place, extravagant “Super Sweet Sixteen” par
I work hard for my grades. 1 always have. If
ties and pats on the back for saying “please”
anything, my studying and efforts in the class
and “thank you.” Does working hard to simply
room have taught me the values of applying
work hard even matter anymore or must every
oneself and the success that can follow.
m
thing come with a prize?
However, it seems 1 am a dying breed. A
The creators o f “Learn by Earn” understand
recent educational program has caught the at
that
it may have its faults (duh).The program
tention of the media, students and myself. The
by Taylor Moore
Atlanta-based pilot program called “ Learn by
is still in its infancy, and if it does not have the
desired effects, it will be discontinued. Even so,
Earn” is paying students to study. For $H an hour,
the fact that this type of educational program is
selected eighth-graders and eleventh-graders
even being introduced boggles my mind. What
will spend two days a week in a special tutor
about all of the capable, intelligent, hard-working program.Those chosen for the program are
mg students who study without the temptation
students with high potential hut low academic
Does working hard to
of dollar bills dangling in front o f them? Is it
performance.
The invention of former House Speaker
simply work hard even too ridiculous in today’s world to expect a stu
dent, especially one in high school, to try to
Newt (lingrich, the “Learn by Earn” program
matter anymore or
apply himself to his own education?
hopes to create a positive learning environment
and improve the studying habits of poorly per
I’aying students to study is teaching the
must
everything
come
wrong lesson. Those getting paid will learn
forming students. Those in support of it argue
to work to earn, not work to achieve. Those
that the United States is falling behind in edu
with
a
prize:
not getting paid, regardless if they are good or
cation (true), that other countries such as China
and India are producing students with higher ----------------------------- ----------------------------- bad students, will develop a skewed definition
of achievement. They will stop working hard
skills in math and science in particular (true)
and that school systems doing nothing about it are a disservice to the without the monetary benefits available to their peers.
I am interested in seeing what happens in Atlanta. I do think “Learn
young population (true). But 1 don’t think a check every two weeks is
by Earn” will be effective to a certain extent. Students being paid to
the right answer.
By paying students to learn, they are, in essence, being bribed for study will study and in turn will receive higher grades, but their percep
success. What kind of message does this send to those students not asked tions of education as well as their own power and intellect will be tested
to participate in the program because they already are hard workers in and, I fear, changed for the worse.
their studies?
All I have to ask is, where is my check?
People constantly label our generation and the generations younger
than us as egocentric youth. We have grown up thinking we are “spe Taylor Moore is a jourtialism senior and a Mustang Daily current events col
cial,” receiving trophies for tournaments we didn’t win, ribbons for 10th umnist.
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corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pride
in publishing a daily newspaper fo r
the Cal Pbly campus and the neigh
boring community. W e appreciate
yo ur readership and are thank
ful fo r your careful reading. Rease
send your correction suggestions to
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The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum ." Student editors have
full authority to make all content
decisions w ithout censorship o r ad
vance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free news
paper; however, the removal o f m ore
than one copy o f the p>aper per day
IS subject to a cost o f 50 cents per
issue.
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After seeing Mr. Glen’s cartoon on page 13 of
the Jan. 24 edition o f the Mustang Daily, I was
very disturbed. This cartoon is pure propaganda at
its worst. The use of a “capitalist pig” in the draw
ing would have done Stalin proud, and the fact
that the Mustang Daily actually printed this makes
them no better than Pravda.This terrible attempt
at humor only serves to show how ignorant the
far left is.
Richard Vinson
Business sophomore
What the hell? This paper resembles several bad
English 101 papers. Grow up, see the world and
be a little more critical about this great culture
that you seem to glorify above all. Sure, there are
several positive things
to say about America;
there are, however, an
equal amount of nega
tive things that need to
be addressed. As long
as we have arrogant
Republicans in office, do not call this the greatest
country in the world. America has the potential
and the resources to do great things. Let’s critically
analyze the several faults present in our culture,
such as this feeling o f undeniable superiority. The
world isn’t black and white. Let’s work on moving
forward and being a little more critical about our
culture. Be progressive!
— Robert
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Crossword

37 Leaves port

Across

1 ___mater
5 Letter-shaped
structural piece
9 Lesser-played
half of a 45
14 Elementary
particle
15 Vex
16 Gucci alternative
17 Upstate New
York city and
spa

41 Napkin's place

1 “I ___sorry!"

42 Former
president of
Harvard

2 Hawaiian
cookout

45 Kodak. Pentax
and Nikon
48 The “L" in S.&L.
49 Is wild about

21 Imp

50 Mythical island
that sank into
the sea

22 Head for
23 The boondocks
24 Honeymooners'
destination
28 Alternative to
.com or .edu

59 Groups of spies

38 Bygone U.S. gas 60 Fails to keep
pace
brand
61 Without: Fr.
39 Mother___,
1979 Peace
Down
Nobelist

20 Remote areas

54 Comic who
played Robin
Williams's son in
"Mork & Mindy"

3 Homeowners’
burdens
4 Like clocks with
hands
5 Shipment to a
steel mill
6 Home of the
Cowboys,
familiarly
7 "Sad to say ...”
8 ___judicata
9 Spread out
ungracefully

29 Fix. as brakes

56 Auto route from
Me. to Fla.

30 Jacob’s twin

57 1930s migrant

10 Isle of Man’s
locale

34 Track events

58 S m ell___(be
suspicious)

11 Rumba or
samba

36 Asian New Year

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

12 Mystery writer’s
award
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Puzzle by Richird Chisholm

27 Passionate
31 Time before
talkies

32 Banned orchard
spray
13 Swiss city on the
Rhine, old-style 33 Letter carriers’

grp

18 Dwellers along
the Volga

35 Broad-minded

19 Working stiff

37 Pago Pago
resident

23 French city
where Jules
Verne was born
A X E S

WWW popculturecomics com O Doug Bratton 2008

THE SUPER BOWL AND YET
MY GIRLFRIEND’S PARENTS
AREN’T TWO OF THe H y j

O20M John KroM

M E 0

by D oug Bratton

39 Garbage
40 Besmirches
43 Mountain ridges
44 Powerful rays
45 Louisianan of
French descent
46 Get .....of one’s
own medicine
47 Pre-stereo
recordings

50 Paul who sang
“Put Your Head
on My Shoulder”
51 Tiny branch
52 Tehran’s home
53 Concordes,
briefly
55 “You’ve got mail"
CO.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute: or, with a
credit
card. 1-800-814-5554.
24 Alaskan city
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
where the
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Iditarod ends
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 •
25 Angers
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
26 Raises or lowers Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
a hem, say

have soinething to say?

2 7
3
6
4 9 2
8
1
6 2
4
9 1
3
2 7
8 3
8
7
5 4
7
3
1 2
9
L4 1 5
2
I
8 3
6

5

V. EASY

Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
CONTACT MUSTANG DAILY ADVERTISING

(805 ) 756-1143
m u s t a n g d a i l y o p i n i o n s @ g i i ) a 11 . c o m
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Trading: Laying out all the cards on the table
“appealing” categories like
“ If you can't spot the sucker in the first ones a few spots back
points per game and offer
half-hour at the table, then you are the from playoff contention.
r/ie FA N TA SY
guys that are only good
sucker.”
Jump B A LL
2)
Huge contracts
at those few stats, and can
Now, 1 have probably watched “ Round and media attention
C O MME N T A R Y
hurt in other places such
ers” one too many times because I take that mean absolutely noth
as percentages and turn
quote to heart, even when it comes to fan ing in fantasy basket
Dmitry
Bisk
overs — guys like Cartasy basketball.
ball.
ON F A N T A S Y B A S K E T B A L L
nielo
Anthony, Ben Gordon,
It always hurts when a first-round pick
Just because Tony Parker
gets hurt or a fantasy sleeper doesn’t pan out is an NBA Finals MVP and is making $10.3 Shaquille C')’Neal and Zach Randolph.
(*cough* Bargnani *cough*).
million this year doesn’t make him better
4) D o not live in the past.
Find the person who drafted Vince ChirtAll of these problems can add up and than José C'alderon when it comes purely
make you look like the sucker in front of to statistics. In fact, C’alderon beats Parker er, Tracy McGrady or Jermaine O ’Neal in
your friends, but there is no need to panic. It in every statistical category except points the second round (or even the person that
is only the midway point in the season and a (which shouldn’t be your main concern drafted Steve Francis and Shaquille O ’Neal
with one of their tenth-round picks) and
from a point guard, anyway).
lot can be done through trades.
Here are six simple rules to trading
So next time you Google “Childercju” offer them another fading superstar for an
that will help you avoid looking like Tracy and it doesn’t result with two million Web up-and-coming player that has already more
McCrady with yet another early first-round pages involving Eva Longoria, use that to than proved himself this year (for example,
guys like BrandcTii Roy, Rudy Gay and
your advantage.
exit:
1)
Find the person who is desperate 3)
Fantasy basketball is a m ultiple-Deron Williams).
category statistical game.
5) D o n ’t low-ball the other person.
to make a trade.
Remember that points, rebounds and
Hon’t bother wasting your time with the
This is one of the most important rules,
team that has won 73 percent of its games assists are worth just as much as turnovers and most o f us know how it feels getting
— there is little chance that the owner will and shooting percentages. So try to find the excited about a trade offer, only to open it
break it apart. You will find the desperate person in your league that canly looks at the up and see that you were offered Grant Hill

«Ih

$ 2008 E»nst &Yoono

and Raymond Felton for Deron Williams
and Paul Pierce.
If you propose trades like this it sends a
message that you think the other person is
an idiot, and the only response you will get
is an even worse counter-offer.
6) Think ahead.
I agree that Tim Duncan and Steve Nash
are some of the best, but when it comes
down to playoff time and their real teams
are locked up at the top of the Western
CYmference, they aren’t nearly as valuable.
The Spurs bench their players toward the
end, and older guys with nagging injuries
like Nash play fewer minutes so that they
can be ready after the regular season.
Hopefully these rules can help you reach
the top of your league, so that you can feel
“so proud and good, strong enough to beat
the world.” Nevermind what I said before
— there is no way “Rounders” can be over
watched.
Dmitry Bisk is an animal science seniiyr and a
Mnstanc> Daily sports columnist.
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Basketball
continuedfrom page 12

Benefield, Sorensen lead w a y over W aves
Cal Poly women win home finale despite being under the weather
Rachel Glas

Musgrave, the third and fourth swimmers, respectively,
MUSIANC DAILY
kept the team ahead.
They won by more than five seconds.
The Cal Poly women’s swimming and diving team
Sorensen also had an eventful day individually.
fought illness and cold weather Saturday to edge PepAfter coming in third place in the 100 backstroke,
perdine 157-143 at the Anderson Aquatic Center. The she rebounded to win the 50 freestyle and the 100 free
two schools split the matches, each winning eight of 16 style. She also had the fastest split in the 400 freestyle
events.
relay, with a time of 24.56
“We went in today to
seconds.
win races, not to kill our
Freshman Karin Schle
selves. And we did just
icher was also a double
that,” C'al Poly head coach
winner. She took top
Tom Milich said.
honors in the 200 freestyle
liecause the Waves have
with a time of 1:56.27 and
no men’s swimming and
also won the 200 individ
diving team, it was the only
ual medley with a time of
all-women meet of the year
2:11.31.
for the Mustangs.
“The meet went pretty
—Tom Milich
After starting out by
well,”
Sorensen said. “ It
Cal Poly head coach
losing the medley relay, —
•
was hard with lots of girls
Cal Poly rebounded m the 1000-yard freestyle when being sick, but we pulled through.”
freshman Gloria Benefield easily won with a time of 10
Milich agreed about the team’s performance in spite
minutes, 29.2 seconds. Pepperdine’s Loriann Mark came of the compromising circumstances.
m second with a time of 10:41.53.
“We did well,” he said. “We had a lot of sick kids but
Benefield went on to win the 200 butterfly and place we did what we needed to do.”
second in the 100 butterfly.
Cal Poly’s divers didn’t fare as well.
“If not for her being sick, it probably would have
As the clouds moved in and obscured the sun, they
been a win,” Milich said of Benefield’s second-place spent much of their time trying to stay warm.
finish.
Freshman Danielle Brennan placed highest for Cal
Benefield was also part of Cal Poly’s winning team l^oly. In the one-meter competition she took home a
111 the 400 freestyle relay. The second swimmer to go, third-place finish with a score of 198.75. She also placed
Benefield pulled her team from second place to first third in the three-meter event with a score of 195.3.
with a split of 25.65 seconds.
The Mustangs next hit the water against Nevada and
Team captain Stacey Sorensen and sophomore Erin UC Santa Cruz at Nevada at noon Saturday.

W e went in today to
win races, not to kill
ourselves. And we did
just that.

As a team, Pacific leads the conference in field-goal percentage, shoot
ing 49.2 percent, and is No. 2 in field-goal percentage defense, holding
opponents to 42.3-percent shooting.
“(Pacific) is terrific,” Bromley said. “We have to prepare for it being
the most physical game we’ve played this year. ... We’ve always had a
tough time scoring the ball there — in the past they’ve just locked us
down. We’ve got to get them loosened up.”
The Tigers also have hit the glass better than anyone else in the con
ference, out-rebounding opponents by 5.4 boards per game.
Meanwhile, the Mustangs (7-11, 2-4 Big West) are coming oft'of a
79-67 home win over UC' Davis on Thursday.
Senior forward Dreshawn Vance led Cial Poly with a career-high 19
points, while three others added at least 1(1 points in the win.
One of those contributors, sophomore guard Lorenzo Keeler, started
for just the third time this season.
Keeler is CLil Poly’s second-leading scorer, behind junior guard Trae
Clark, who posts team highs of 9.2 points and 3.6 assists per game.
Bromley said Keeler would probably start again, with the only change
in the Mustangs’ lineup possibly being the absence of freshman wing
Shawn Lewds, who is a game-time decision due to a knee injury^
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Buy any antrna at reoular
prica. not tlie sacond
of equal or leoaor valuo
1/2 off with atudont LB.

Monday and Wednesday after 5 pm ONLY.

Need
5u|do|ku
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Independent, Fresh, Delicious

Men’s Facials - Back Waxing
Brow Sculpting

'Private 1-on-1 Atmosphere
•Not your Regular salon...

Cali for an appointm ent!
5 6 2 7 8 4
1 8 4 9 2 3
9 7 3 1 5 6
2 4 6 8 7 9

9 3 1
7 6 5

2 4 8
1 5 3
1 5 4 2 7

8 3 9 6
7 1 5 4 3 2 6 8 9
3 5 1 2 6 7 8 9 4
6 9 8 3 4 1 5 7 2
4 2 7 6 9 8 3 1 6

ir> r h e d o w n t o w n ce n te r
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(8 0 5 ) 5 4 4 -8 7 8 6
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Take a break!

Event Planning Committee 2008!

If'*i
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Want to boost your resume?
Need volunteer hours? Be a part
of the largest triathlon in the worldll

a n d visit

mustangdaily.net

Com e to the meeting
Monctay, Jan 28th @ 6pm
36-106 (Manufacturing Bldg)

® photo slideshow s
o podcasts

**Free Pizza**

(SOS) fSO - 4WAX

o send letters to the editor
o post story com m ents

Questions? Email
srdOwfcommittee.com

CLASSIFIEDS
H K L P W A N T K I)

FOR S A L E

ANNOUNC K M K N TS

A N N 0U N C K M F:N TS

L O S T AND FOU ND

CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATOR ASSIST.
General Engineering firm
in Santa Maria is seeking
a student P/ T for assist, in
bidding, construction law,
interpreting plans & specs,
take offs, sub bids,
scheduling. Flexible hours
elevation 1479@aol.com
________ 922-4366________

Purebred Border Collie
Puppies for sale. Bom De
cember 6, 2007. American
Border Collie registered
(916) 704-5357

AmeriCorps 2008
Recruitment http://studentl ife.caIpKily.edu/csv/ACorps.
asp’dept=csv
AmeriCorps - Attention
Cal Poly students! Want a
Job that makes a difference?
The Central Coast Volunteer
Corps is recruiting for 2008
(Jan-Dec). It’s your world,
and your chance to make it
better. CCVC members serve
at a variety of non-profit
agencies throughout SLO
County. Full & Part-time
positions available. Members
receive r living allowance
and an excellent stip>end.
Interested? Contact Amber:
756-5338 or
atiemey@calpoly.edu.

The Heart of Christianity
Join a bcxik study of Marcus
Borg’s bcK)k that sees
Christianity as a dynamic
relationship with God rather
than a religion of mies and
propositions. Get the book
“Heart of Christianity” at El
Corral or at the study:
Thursdays all quarter from
11:10-noon, Building 52
Room E46. Led by Lutheran
Campus Ministry. 542-0260

LOST Monthly Planner Reward - black zippered
planner w/ address book lost
on campus Dec 2007 finals.
$1(X) reward. (775) 287-4896

HOUSINC;
Free List of all Houses and
Condos For Sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 OR email steve@
______ slohomes.com______

ALGEBRA 2 TUTOR for
Cuesta student in SLO.
Twice a week (prefer Tues
& Thurs). Hrs flexible. Exp.
helpful. Pay DOE 544-4389

ANNOUNC f:m f :n t s

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
www.mustangdaily.net/
classifieds

Place your Valentine’s
shoutout today! Look for
our display ad in the paper Only $2

STUDIO APT Close to
campus. Large yard.
$795mth. (559) 434-4254

Join Beyond Shelter to
volunteer at your local
homeless shelter! Contact
BeyondShelter@hotmail.com
Visit our website ttxlay!

LOST Purse left at Campus
Market. Please call Janelle at
(805) 234-3830
LOST Fat gray cat Heron
Hall/Stadium area. Edie CP
Cat Program 441-5293
FOUND Black women’s
gloves in Ag Bldg 10.
Contact Oliver
(805)215-6234
Lost something? Let us help
you find it!
www.mustangdaily.net/
classifieds

SPORTS

mustangdaily.net
Monday, January 28, 2008

SPORTS EDnXiR: 1)onovan Aird
ASST. SPORTS e d i t o r : Racliel Cîellman

nuistingdailysports^gn iail.com
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Don’t mess with Megan
Coral Snyder
MUSTANG HAllY

S

ince she was in third grade, Megan Harri
son has played basketball.

“Basketball is iny life and 1 don’t know
what I’m going to do without it when 1 gradu
ate,” she says.
Before moving to 1)rippmg Springs, Texas,
Harrison lived in C'ambria with her family and
played soccer because girls were not allowed to
play on a basketball team until fifth grade.
She would join her first basketball team,
which was coached by her father, after moving.
In Texas, Harrison says, she knew she loved
basketball as soon as she began playing, and con
tinued through high school until she wxs re
cruited to play for Cal Poly.
“1 had a feeling when I came here that it just
fit for me,” Harrison says of her first experience
at C"al Poly.
She felt right.Today, the junior forward leads
the Mustangs in scoring and 13.9
rebounding, with averages of M egan Har
13.9 points and 6.6 rebounds riso n 's te a m 
per game.
leading sco ring
While ranking third in the average, third
Big West Conference in scor in the Big W est
ing, and also in its top 10 in C onference
rebounding and ffee-throw
percentage, Harrison helped
1979-80
Cal Poly (8-12,5-2 Big West)
The la st tim e
to its best Big West start ever, the M u sta n g s
and its best conference be sta rted confer
ginning in 28 years.
e n ce play with a
On Nov. 29,2007, against 5-2 record, a s a
San Diego State, she scored m em ber o f the
34 points, the most ever in Southern C a li
a single game by a Mustang fornia Athletic
since the program moved to A sso cia tio n
I')ivision I 15 years ago.

The 2(K)6-07 All-Big
West Second Team selection
initially chose to attend C'al
Poly because she loved its
location, felt a connection
with the coaches and team,
and was interested in the
school’s equine program.
Harrison, an animal sci
ence major, plans to attend
veterinary school when she
has completed her educa
tion at C'al Poly.
At 6-foot-1, Harrison
1%
can play either forward po Í.»
sition, as well as center.
.. .
Maturity and resiliency
have been key to Harrison’s
success after several injuries,
said C'al Poly head coach
Faith Mimnaugh.
“She is one of those
players who wants to be
the very best that she can
be,” Mimnaugh says. “She r < ;^***^
works as hard as any of the
competitors that I’ve ever
BEN ROZAK m u s t a n g d a il y
coached.”
Harrison trains with the Cal Poly forward Megan Harrison was a 2006-07 All-Big West Second Team selection as a sophomore.
team as well as on her own
Harrison attributes her family, and in par NC'AA Tournament.
during the summer. She
ticular
her parents, as her strongest influence in
“Personally, Ijust want to keep being a leader
attributes her success in athletics to her competi
tive nature as an individual, and her success in basketball because of their support. They even and help them any way they need me to,” Har
moved fiom Texas to San Luis Obispo, she says, rison explains.
college basketball to her coaches.
Mimnaugh said she hopes the “humble”
She feels they have helped her mentiUy to to be closer to her and to be able to watch her
Harrison can achieve All-Big West First Team
overcome her innate pursuit of perfection and play
“They’re always here to support me,” Har honors this year.
have improved her skills through film study and
rison says.
“C'al Poly is fortunate to have this student
persistent practice.
Despite all her individual accomplishments, athlete,” Mimnaugh says. “She is what every
“1 think I’ve learned from my coaches,” Har
rison says. “I’ve become smarter as a basketball Harrison says her goal is to help the Mustangs coach would want their daughter to be like, and
become conference champions and make the player to be like.”
player and my skill has definitely improved.”

men's

wrestling |CAL POLY 28, DC DAVIS IS

Cal Poly takes on
Pacific on ESPN2

M u stan gs
tu rn tim e
o ff in to 'win

Mustangs head to Stockton looking to build on
second Big West win

Mendes stays unbeaten,
Pami also wins

Donovan Aird
MUSTANt; DAIIY

Brittney Clyde
m untank ;

i^ iY

The Cal Poly wrestling team re
turned to action against UC Davis
at Mott Ciym on Friday night after a
12-day break. Ultimately, the Mus
tangs overcame the Aggies with a
28-15 w'in in the Pac-lO dual.
They won seven of the 10
matches, which included two for
feits by UC' Davis.
“It’s always good to get a win,”
said Cal Poly head coach John
Azevedo. “I think we met most of
the expectations.There were a cou
ple of them we thought we’d win
that we didn’t. It was good overall.”
UC Davis was able to get an
early win by fall at 125 pounds, but
lost the subsequent seven matches.
The Aggies were also able to
earn another fall at 197 and a deci
sion at heavyweight.
UC Davis’ style of wrestling is
comparable to that of Boise State,
which defeated the Mustangs (5-4,
4-2 Pac-lO) on Jan. 13, 26-5.
“(UC) Davis is similar to Boise

BEN ROZAK MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly won seven of 10 matches Friday night at Mott Gym against the
Aggies. It was the Mustangs’ first competition in nearly two weeks.
(State); they like to get heavy on
the head and get really physical,”
Azevedo said.
Though Azevedo said the Mus
tangs were “a little sluggish” during
the match, he made it clear that it
was due to how intensely they had
been training during the period
that no matches were scheduled.
“We trained really hard and I
think their bodies are a little worn
out, but we’ve been training for the
future, not for this match,” he said.
Cal Poly’s Chase Pami bounced
back from a loss in his last match to
earn a 6-1 decision over UC Davis’
Drew Maraglia at 157. Pami, ranked
No. 13 in the nation, improved to
19-4 on the season.
“I’m satisfied with where I’m at,
but I still have a little ways to go
before the end of the year, but it’s

going to come,
Pami said. He
added he wants The record of
to improve his 141-pound Cal
Poly w restler
consistency for
C had M en d e s,
the rest of the
ranked No. 1 in
year.
the country
At 141, Chad
Mendes, the first
Mustang to hold a No. 1 ranking
in the nation since Scott Heaton
and Rick Worel both did in 1980,
defended his position against Nexi
Delgado.
Mendes earned a 10-2 major
decision to improve to 19-0 on the
season. He’s held down the top spot
for two consecutive weeks in the
lnterMatWrestle.com poll.
The Mustangs will host Stanford
in their penultimate Pac-lO match,
at 7 p.m. Feb. 8.

Regardless of whether the C'al Poly men’s basketball team can make
good on its bid to exercise some demons tonight, the whole country
will get to see it.
As part of “Big Monday,” ESPN2 will nationally televise the Mus
tangs’ Big West C'onference contest at Pacific at 8 p.m., when they’ll try
to win their second game in 20 tries in Stockton.
“1 don’t think we’re as excited about the TV part of it as we are the
challenge of playing them.” said C'al Poly head coach Kevin Bromley.
While Bromley emphasized the on-court focus of the game, he did
speak favorably of the value in the national broadcast.
“It’s really good for the conference,” he said, adding that the 6,1.50capacity Alex Cj. Spanos Center is the ideal venue to represent the Big
West. “We’ve had those discussions as coaches — if we’re going to have
(national) TV games, we’ve got to put our best facilities forward.”
C'al Poly’s only win at the Spanos C'enter, a “tough place to play,”
Bromley said, came Feb. 15, 2(M)4,67-64.
Pacific has since beaten the Mustangs four times in a row there.
The Tigers (14-5, 5-1 Big West), who have won six of seven, are
coming off of a 71-58 win at UC Santa Barbara on Thursday. Chad
Troyer led them with 27 points.
Troyer, though, is second on the team in scoring, behind junior guard
Steffan Johnson, who averages team highs of 15.4 points, 4.7 assists and
1.6 steals per game.
Junior forward Anthony Brown chips in 11.4 points and 7.1 rebounds
per outing for the Tigers, while shooting 56.4 percent from the floor.
see Basketball, page 11

